A Markovian model of crack growth was presented in the first part of the paper. The present Part II presents a model for the case of random load, in order to obtain the probability distribution of the resulting crack size. A general model and the particular cases of a uniformly distributed stress intensity factor and mechanical work, are presented. This model separates the factors producing the crack growth in a homogeneous material from those considered in the Weibull model for nonhomogeneous materials.
Introduction and its inverse function
Several stochastic approaches to the study of fracture processes are based on the Paris-Erdogan linear crack growth law [1] , which often leads to the Weibull distribution of the residual strength [2, 3] . An alternative approach is based on the Markovian model of crack growth processes [4, 5] , which, under certain conditions, can also lead to the Weibull distribution of the residual strength [5] . The two approaches combine indistinguishably the factors that produce crack propagation in both homogeneous and non-homogeneous materials. Using the results of Part 1 in which the microscopic crack propagation study is based on the Markovian model [6] , the present analysis separates the crack propagation factors of homogeneous materials for the general case of stochastic sustained loading.
General Model
Assuming a given probability density function of the stress intensity factor (pdf K ), the probability density function of the crack size (pdfe) can be obtained in the following manner:
A) Consider a monotonous function 
where W is the mechanical work contributed to the crack propagation by the stress and K is the stress intensity factor. For a given (pd f K ). the corresponding (pd/w) is
B) For the bond breaking rate function k b and the bond healing rate function k h [ 
(where the meaning of the terms are presented in Part I), the inverse functions are
The derivatives of (6) and (7) are
For the probability distribution function of the work, (pdf w ) in (3), the expressions for (pdfk b ) and
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C) For the average crack size function [7] 
(where E is the average crack size, that is. the expectation value of the average crack size; a is the atomic distance; / is the time;) we introduce the linear transformation
Accordingly, the derivative ofy is dr/dE= Mat.
Assuming a random stress intensity factor with long-wave variations and .v-independent k b and k h , (pdf v ) can be derived using the convolution integral
and [pd f E ) is given as
Equation (18) is the probability distribution function of the average crack size for a lengthy varying random stress intensity factor with the characteristics of pdf K (-)-Because of the deterministically dependent stress and strength assumption, the present model is different from the known model that assumes statistically independent stress and strength. At any given moment of crack propagation under sustained loading, the actual strength heavily depends on the loading history of the specimen.
Particular Cases
In order to clarify (18). two particular cases are analyzed.
(a) Consider the uniformly distributed stress intensity factor over the domain \y. ~ ß\:
and assume, for (1) , that the work and its inverse function are respectively,
and
The derivative of (21) 
In this case. (18)
. the probability distribution function of the average crack size (pdf E ). becomes Equation (29) is a hyperbolic segment distribution of E*. The limits of the segment vary with time, and, as the time increases, the tendency is toward non-zero probability for higher average crack sizes. The curve of Fig. 1 was calculated with (29), and the shaded areas show the probability distribution function for two different times.
Appendix A
The Probability Law of a Function of a Random Variable [7] Consider a continuous random variable X with the probability distribution function pdfx(X). Assume that the differentiable monotonic function
Y=g(X)
has the inverse function 
X = G(Y)
(
